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Simulations: how many cells are cells enough?
Parameter
s
The need of sample
concentration.
Concentration could be 
sufficient to cover an
ample size range with
Autoimage and F-
triggered mode.
S-triggered mode has 
shortcommings when







Automatic classification of images
• Describe images.
• Linear discriminant analysis
• Recursive partitioning tree
• K nearest neighbour
• Learning vector quantization
• Neural network
• Random forest
• Support Vector Machine
• Create Training set: group
of images labelled by
experts.
• Train algorithm and build
classifier.






Diatoms 1.5 0.97 0.64
Silicoflagellates 1.18 0.89 0.76
Dinoflagellates 0.95 0.74 0.78
Ciliates 0.7 0.42 0.61
Crustaceans 1.25 0.75 0.6






















• FlowCAM	is an imaging-in-flowdevide applied succesfully
to the analysis of	planktoncommunity,	fromnano	to
mesoplankton.
• The size structure in	a	10-fold	of	body size-range can	be	
estimated in	a	unique analysis.
• The combinationof	different sub-samples could cover the
autotrophic community >5	µm.
• Automated classificationof	images could divide	this
community in	broad ‘functional’	groups.
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